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ABSTRACT:
It is well recognized that materials design holds a promise for developing novel and much
smaller integrated Radio Frequency (RF) devices. Related research in this area is highly fueled
by continuing growth in the commercial and defense industry for high bandwidth future
communication systems. Not surprisingly, engineered materials, such as composites and periodic
media have attracted considerable interest in recent years due to their remarkable and unique
electromagnetic behavior. An extensive literature on the theory and application of artificially
modified materials already exists, and applications to a variety of RF devices have been
considered to harness their extraordinary propagation characteristics.
This presentation will discuss how modified materials, lumped loads and low loss magnetic
materials/crystals (metamaterials) are impacting antenna design with a goal to overcome
miniaturization challenges (viz. bandwidth and gain reduction, multi-functionality etc.). Material
modification for impedance matching has, for example, led to significant size reduction and
higher bandwidth low frequency antennas. Also, recent magnetic photonic crystals (MPCs) and
non-magnetic versions of these crystals have demonstrated miniaturization and performance
reaching the theoretical limits. A particular focus in this presentation will be the introduction of a
new class of printed circuits that emulate anisotropic media and allow for control of the
propagation properties by design. Such printed circuits can therefore lead to a variety of RF
devices with novel functionalities, including small couplers and antenna elements.
Practical realization of new materials is poised to challenge fabrication, computational and
design methods for a variety of RF applications. Some of these challenges, including current
trends and capabilities will be also addressed.
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